
van Haarlem et al. : LOFAR: The Low-Frequency Array

Fig. 1. Aerial photograph of the Superterp, the heart of the LOFAR core, from August 2011. The large circular island encompasses the six core
stations that make up the Superterp. Three additional LOFAR core stations are visible in the upper right and lower left of the image. Each of these
core stations includes a field of 96 low-band antennas and two sub-stations of 24 high-band antenna tiles each.

low-frequency radio domain below a few hundred MHz, repre-
senting the lowest frequency extreme of the accessible spectrum.

Since the discovery of radio emission from the Milky Way
(Jansky 1933), now 80 years ago, radio astronomy has made a
continuous stream of fundamental contributions to astronomy.
Following the first large-sky surveys in Cambridge, yielding the
3C and 4C catalogs (Edge et al. 1959; Bennett 1962; Pilkington
& Scott 1965; Gower et al. 1967) containing hundreds to thou-
sands of radio sources, radio astronomy has blossomed. Crucial
events in those early years were the identifications of the newly
discovered radio sources in the optical waveband. Radio astro-
metric techniques, made possible through both interferometric
and lunar occultation techniques, led to the systematic classifi-
cation of many types of radio sources: Galactic supernova rem-
nants (such as the Crab Nebula and Cassiopeia A), normal galax-
ies (M31), powerful radio galaxies (Cygnus A), and quasars
(3C48 and 3C273).

During this same time period, our understanding of the phys-
ical processes responsible for the radio emission also progressed
rapidly. The discovery of powerful very low-frequency coherent
cyclotron radio emission from Jupiter (Burke & Franklin 1955)
and the nature of radio galaxies and quasars in the late 1950s was
rapidly followed by such fundamental discoveries as the Cosmic
Microwave Background (Penzias & Wilson 1965), pulsars (Bell
& Hewish 1967), and apparent superluminal motion in compact
extragalactic radio sources by the 1970s (Whitney et al. 1971).

Although the first two decades of radio astronomy were
dominated by observations below a few hundred MHz, the pre-
diction and subsequent detection of the 21cm line of hydrogen at
1420 MHz (van de Hulst 1945; Ewen & Purcell 1951), as well
as the quest for higher angular resolution, shifted attention to
higher frequencies. This shift toward higher frequencies was also
driven in part by developments in receiver technology, interfer-
ometry, aperture synthesis, continental and intercontinental very
long baseline interferometry (VLBI). Between 1970 and 2000,
discoveries in radio astronomy were indeed dominated by the
higher frequencies using aperture synthesis arrays in Cambridge,
Westerbork, the VLA, MERLIN, ATCA and the GMRT in India
as well as large monolithic dishes at Parkes, Effelsberg, Arecibo,
Green Bank, Jodrell Bank, and Nançay.

By the mid 1980s to early 1990s, however, several factors
combined to cause a renewed interest in low-frequency radio as-
tronomy. Scientifically, the realization that many sources have
inverted radio spectra due to synchrotron self-absorption or free-
free absorption as well as the detection of (ultra-) steep spectra
in pulsars and high redshift radio galaxies highlighted the need
for data at lower frequencies. Further impetus for low-frequency
radio data came from early results from Clark Lake (Erickson &
Fisher 1974; Kassim 1988), the Cambridge sky surveys at 151
MHz, and the 74 MHz receiver system at the VLA (Kassim et al.
1993, 2007). In this same period, a number of arrays were con-
structed around the world to explore the sky at frequencies well
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Figure 18: Compilation of �ln A�-values from recent astrophysical models compared to the uncertainty range of experimental data (optical detectors, see text).
Models include the purely galactic scenario of [9], a mixed extra-galactic composition with a large [11] or small [23] maximum energy of the sources, the ankle and
dip model [8], the cannonball model [186], a hypernova model [187], and the SNR-AGN model of [188].

particle flux due to a rigidity dependent leakage of cosmic rays
from the galaxy and/or a rigidity dependent maximum energy of
galactic sources. At the same time, a particle physics interpreta-
tion of the knee is disfavored, since the interaction models used
for the interpretation of cosmic ray data were found to bracket
particle production measurements from the LHC [62] at 7 TeV
center of mass energy, corresponding to a primary cosmic ray
energy of 1016.4 eV.

Towards the energy region of the ankle, air shower measure-
ments indicate a decrease of the average mass of cosmic rays.
Both the shower-to-shower fluctuations and the average shower
maximum are compatible with a predominantly light compo-
sition at a few 1018 eV. Estimates of the proton-air cross sec-
tion [189–191] at this energy agree well with the extrapolations
used in hadronic interaction models, therefore also here a dras-
tic change of the interpretation of the measurements in terms
of cosmic ray composition due to uncertainties in air shower
simulations seems unlikely.

At the highest energies, above 1019 eV, the experimental un-
certainties are still too large to draw firm conclusions from
the data. The measurements from Auger of �Xmax�, σ(Xmax),
muon production depth and rise-time asymmetries may be in-
terpreted as a transition to a heavier composition that may be
caused by a Peters-cycle in extra-galactic sources similar to
what has been observed at around the knee. However, the
�Xmax�-measurements from HiRes, TA and Yakutsk indicate a
systematically lighter composition at these energies but with an
elongation rate compatible with Auger (cf. Tab. 1).

These experimental differences together with the uncertain-
ties of hadronic interactions make an astrophysical interpreta-
tion of the �ln A� estimates at the highest energies difficult. In
Fig. 18 we present a compilation of astrophysical models for
the composition of cosmic rays together with the �ln A� inferred

from air shower measurements. Here, we show only results
from optical measurements, since these are more abundant over
the full energy range and — judging from the differences of re-
sults from surface detectors at low energies in Fig. 14(a) — are
also less affected by experimental systematics. The gray band
is the maximum and minimum of the envelopes from Fig. 13,
i.e. the upper and lower level of experimental and model differ-
ences. The curves represent predictions by recent models about
the origin of cosmic rays with a focus on models at ultra-high
energies (see [192] and references therein for a comprehensive
list of models of cosmic rays around the knee). A fairly good
description of �ln A� over the entire energy range is given by
the two-component model of [188] in which it is assumed that
CRs up to 1017 eV are produced in galactic supernova remnants
while the dominant component at higher energies is of extra-
galactic origin produced at the shock created by the expand-
ing cocoons around active galactic nuclei. The dashed violet
curve shows the classical ankle model and the two red lines
the so-called dip-model [8] (actual calculation used are from
[11]). Other than the ankle model, the dip model assumes that
the transition from galactic to extragalactic models occurs be-
low the ankle and that the ankle is caused by e+e−-interactions
of protons in the CMB rather than by the onset of the extra-
galactic cosmic ray component. To make this Bethe-Heitler
process work, the composition above 1018 eV must be domi-
nated by protons. The blue curve represents the generalized
cannonball model [186] in which cosmic rays are described as
being ions of the interstellar medium that encountered cannon-
balls — highly relativistic bipolar jets of plasmoids originat-
ing from supernova explosions and GRBs — and were mag-
netically kicked up to higher energies. In Ref. [187] (shown
as the full magenta line with triangles) it has been suggested
that hypernova remnants, with a substantial amount of energy
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Accurate mass measurements needed!
LOFAR: mass composition at 1017 - 1018 eV
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ID 86129434

zenith 31 deg
336 antennas
χ2 / ndf = 1.02

• Full sample:
50 showers

• 200 - 450 antennas/event

• Fit qualities range from
0.9 - 2.6

• Radiation mechanism 
finally completely 
understood!



Xmax reconstruction

• For each measured shower:
Simulate many proton and iron 
showers

• Fit each simulation to the data
    free parameters: 
         core position
         energy re-scaling

• Reconstruct depth of shower 
maximum: Xmax

• Correction for atmospheric 
variations

• Uncertainty < 20 g/cm2 !!

protons penetrate deeper than iron nuclei

Fe p
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... we can do better than that!

Iron

Proton

QGSJETII

QGSJETII

• LOFAR: 
high precision per event!

• Use full distribution of Xmax
not only mean value

• First calculate mass parameter a

• Fit model distribution to measured 
distribution

the simulation, because the radio signal depends on the longitudinal distribution of the electrons

and positrons in the shower, as is the case for the fluorescence technique. Although the interaction

model determines the range of Xmax that is covered by the simulation, it does not have an influence

on which Xmax fits the radio data best. Only when interpreting the data, i.e. inferring the mass

composition from Xmax values, does the hadronic interaction model play an important role.

We use the shape of the Xmax distribution to derive information on the composition of cosmic

rays. For each shower we calculate:

a =
�Xproton�−Xshower

�Xproton�−�Xiron�
(1)

where Xshower is the reconstructed Xmax, and �Xproton� and �Xiron� are the mean depth of shower

maximum for proton and iron nuclei as predicted by the hadronic interaction model QGSJETII.04
22

.

Extended Data Fig. 4 shows the distribution of a for simulated proton and iron showers that have

been reconstructed with our technique.

The cumulative probability density function (CDF) for the fifty showers is plotted in Fig. 3.

We fit two different models to it, both containing one free parameter. The first assumes all cosmic

rays have an atomic mass A. The second assumes a mixture of proton and iron nuclei, where the

free parameter is the mixing ratio. To calculate the corresponding CDFs we use a parameterization

of QGSJETII simulations
23

. The mixed model fits the data better and gives the best fit for a proton

fraction of 60%. Adding more mass components does not improve the fit, but would introduce

more free parameters.
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We can already separate 2 mass components with only 50 showers!



“ankle” model

Aloisio et al 2007

“dip” model

LOFAR:  proton fraction = 0.6 ± 0.1
at E = 4 x 1017 eV 12
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FIG. 10: Left panel: the second-knee transition . The extragalactic proton spectrum is shown for E−2.7 generation spectrum
and for propagation in magnetic field with Bc = 1 nG and lc = 1 Mpc, with the Bohm diffusion at E <

∼
Ec. The distance

between sources is d = 50 Mpc. Eb = Ecr = 1× 1018 eV is the beginning of the transition, EFe is the position of the iron knee
and Etr is the energy where the galactic and extragalactic fluxes are equal. The dash-dot line shows the power-law extrapolation
of the KASCADE spectrum to higher energies, which in fact has no physical meaning, because of the steepening of the galactic
spectrum at EFe. Right Panel: the ankle transition, for the injection spectrum of extragalactic protons E−2. In both cases the
dashed line is obtained as a result of subtracting the extragalactic spectrum from the observed all-particle spectrum.

flatness of the extragalactic generation spectrum, which provides reasonable luminosities of the sources and a natural
interpretation of the intersection of the galactic and extragalactic cosmic ray components. Being stimulated by the
discovery of the ankle by the Haverah Park array in the ’70s, this model has been considered recently in Refs. [12, 13].
Both models of the transition, at the second knee and at the ankle, have some advantages and problems, as summarized
below:

• The second knee model is inspired by and based on the numerical confirmation of the existence of the dip as a
spectral feature of extragalactic protons interacting with the CMB (see Fig. 2). The probability of an accidental
agreement, estimated from the χ2, the number of free parameters and the number of energy bins in each of
the four experiments, is very small. The ankle model explains the dip as a possible interplay between galactic
and extragalactic spectra. It looks rather odd that such feature has exactly the same shape as that of the
CMB-induced dip.

• The explanation of the transition is more straightforward in the ankle model: it is the simple intersection of
the flat extragalactic spectrum with the steep galactic spectrum. This model naturally predicts a rather low
luminosity of the sources and allows to incorporate an arbitrary fraction of heavy nuclei in the total flux at
E > 1×1019 eV, in case the future experiments will show that this is needed. The second knee transition is also
based on the intersection of a steep galactic spectrum with a flat extragalactic spectrum. The flatness of the
extragalactic spectrum (diffusion ’cutoff’) appears quite naturally at energy close to Ecr = 1 × 1018 eV due to
diffusion of protons with E < Ecr. However, a low luminosity of the sources can be achieved only by postulating
a distribution of maximum energies at the sources. The energy where the effective generation spectrum shows
the steepening is a free parameter.

• The dip is modified by the presence of heavy nuclei in the primary radiation and it allows only small admixture
of heavy nuclei at the dip and above it. This may in turn be interpreted as a possible signature of the model of
transition at the dip.

• The model of the transition at the ankle requires that the galactic component of cosmic rays extends to energies
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• LOFAR is first radio telescope that can accurately measure CR 
mass composition

• Radio emission mechanism finally understood

• Xmax accuracy of < 20 g/cm2

similar to fluorescence detection + higher duty cycle

• First 50 events: strong proton fraction below 1018 eV

• Result favours early transition to extragalactic component
also constrains models of (extra-)galactic IceCube neutrinos 

• Future:
- energy dependent mass ratios for 4 mass components
- more precise reconstruction techniques 

Conclusions
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